THE COMMONS | THE OTHER
Request for Proposals

Summer 2016 + Fall 2016 + Spring 2017
Deadline: MAY 9, 2016

Bringing together urban youth and professional artists to ignite social change
through place-based participatory art and performance projects. Together we
foster future generations of creative and civic leaders committed to social justice.

OVERVIEW
Urbano Project —an arts non-profit
organization founded in 2009— brings
together urban youth and professional artists
to ignite social change through place-based
participatory art and performance projects.
Together we foster future generations of
creative and civic leaders committed to social
justice. Our work is based in collaboration,
risk-taking, border crossing, and social justice.
Home base is our exhibition and studio
space in Jamaica Plain’s Brewery Complex,
but youth artists take their work far beyond,
experimenting with artistic interventions
that can spark and reshape public discourse.
Our program objectives are to offer youth
high-quality contemporary arts education
experiences; facilitate creative youth
development; develop a corps of positively
engaged youth who serve as leaders in
their communities; and promote civic
engagement through public, participatory
art that addresses the social justice issues of
our times. Every year, we request proposals
from experienced practitioners to create
interdisciplinary arts projects in collaboration
with youth as part of our Artists’ Projects.

“Power exists as long as the group stays together against the ‘others’…
Exercising power over other people affects them, through action or
inaction…whether or not those who exercise power are aware of the
success or consequences of their practices and whether or not the other
party is aware of the power being exercised over him or her.”
~Philomena Essed, Understanding Everyday
Racism: An Interdisciplinary Theory (1991)
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BACKGROUND
PHASE 1 — THE COMMONS: SPACE, PLACE & PUBLIC
RESEARCH, PLANNING AND EXPLORATORY INTERVENTIONS
During Summer and Fall 2015, and Spring 2016, the first phase of Urbano’s exploration of
the commons sought to build knowledge and develop a comprehensive, bilingual network
of participants to define the common spaces and places that characterize the Egleston/
Jackson Square areas. With the participation of youth leaders, local residents of all walks of
life, teaching practitioners of various disciplines, small business owners, cultural brokers, and
community development organizers, Urbano teaching artists investigated issues of gentrification,
environmental justice and cultural/ economic equity through creative placemaking projects.
Throughout this process, Urbano teaching and youth artists asked: What are the commons of
Egleston/ Jackson Squares? Who authors, activates or owns those spaces? What is the role of
the commons for both transformation and preservation? How can artists utilize these spaces to
make social justice-oriented symbolic statements about the cultural and spatial landscape of the
neighborhood?
In the last year, artists developed a wide array of public intervention projects that ranged from
murals and public performances to video ethnographies and cultural events. Some of these
projects were featured in our Winter Festival in December, 2015. Members of the community and
teaching artists came together to activate Egleston’s peace garden and showcase the wealth
of creative talent that Urbano youth possess, thus our strong relationship with the community
through participatory work.
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Peace Line, Dewey Square, Boston, 2014

CURRENT
PHASE 2 — THE COMMONS | THE OTHER
PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION AND SEMI-PERMANENT INTERVENTIONS
Urbano’s theme for Summer and Fall 2016, and Spring 2017 is The Commons | The Other. This is
the second phase of our exploration of socio-spatial. For this second phase of our exploration of
the commons Urbano artists, staff, project facilitators, and youth will work closely with community
partners in our adjacent neighborhood of Egleston and Jackson Squares to address themes of
racial, ethnic, cultural and urban identity and representation embedded within the social synergies
of spatial distribution.
Through placemaking practice we bring together artists, creative practitioners, and people who live
in the community to define and establish aesthetically, culturally rich, and sustainable common
spaces that can function as autonomous loci for sociability and public interaction. Our goal with
this approach is to develop social/creative laboratories to increase inter-group understanding,
tolerance and civic culture.
The Commons | The Other will raise the following questions, among many others bridging the
previous theme (Space, Place and Public) with the theme of identity: What are the relationships
between the commons of Egleston/Jackson Squares and the local identity of individuals and
groups? Who is “the other” in our community, and how are social identities constructed and
deconstructed in the context of spatial and cultural struggles in the neighborhood? How are
local identities negotiated at the individual and collective levels of social action? How do our
understanding of “the other” affect the cultural character of the Egleston/Jackson Square area?
How are race/class dynamics in the everyday life of Egleston and Jackson Squares representative
of “otherness”?

“In dichotomies crucial for the practice and vision of social
order the differentiating power hides as a rule behind one
of the members of the opposition. The second member
is but the other of the first, the opposite (degraded,
suppressed, exiled) side of the first and its creation. Thus
abnormality is the other of the norm… woman the other of
man, animal is the other of human, stranger is the other of
native, deviation the other of law-abiding, illness the other
of health, insanity the other of reason, lay public the other
of the expert, foreigner the other of state subject, enemy
the other of friend, ‘them’ the other of ‘us’.”
~Zygmunt Bauman, Modernity and Ambivalence (1991)
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REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS
For the Summer and Fall 2016, and Spring 2017 sessions of Artists’ Projects, we are calling for
qualified and committed artists of all disciplines to develop one of the following types of
proposals:
•
•
•

A one-term proposal (for either Summer, Fall or Spring)/short-term
A two-term proposal (for either Summer & Fall or Fall & Spring)/mid-term
A three-term proposal (for Summer, Fall & Spring)/long-term

Short, mid-tem, or long term proposals must explain in detail the artistic project envisioned by the
artist and regardless of the term or length, it must combine a place-based education approach and
a participatory public intervention. Optionally, applicants can create partnerships/collaborations
with other professionals such as organizers, designers, architects, sociologists, and urban planners
in developing their projects.
Our new annual theme The Commons | The Other offers a unique opportunity to utilize the
common spaces and places in the Egleston/Jackson Squares as social/creative laboratories where
notions of representation, identity and social interaction are explored through art. Projects may
range (but are not limited to) from large-scale public art interventions and performances, to
nomadic sculptures and audiovisuals.
We want you to envision innovative, artistic practices for working with youth to implement
a participatory placemaking project that reclaims and activates blighted/vacant lots in the
community. The proposal must deal with issues of identity and the construction/ deconstruction of
“the other” in the community.
Proposals, led by practicing professional artists of all disciplines must be designed to foster
artistic exploration, collaboration, and community participation in the implementation of the
project. In planning a proposed Artists’ Project, we suggest that teachers consider existing Urbano
collaborations and partnerships (such as our work with Urban Edge, Egleston Square Main Streets,
and JPNDC) and beyond our organization, to expand their ideas and enrich student experiences.
Each artist or teaching team will work with a group of 10-15 Boston-area public high school
students. Because artists will be leading a project with students, they must develop an educational
curriculum per term upon selection (depending on the length of your proposal, it might be one,
two or three terms). Curriculum drafts are due June 21, September 9, and January 17. Because
Urbano’s mission is to provide high quality arts education to BPS youth, the artist must create her/
his project in one module for one term, two modules for two terms, or three modules for three
terms, the first one taking place during Summer 2016, the second one during Fall 2016, and the
third one in Spring 2017.
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GUIDELINES FOR DEVELOPING PROPOSALS
We strongly encourage you to review all the materials under Resources for Developing Your
Proposal at http://urbanoproject.org/rfpresources/ and familiarize yourself with Egleston/Jackson
Square prior to developing your idea. Applicants are strongly encouraged to visit Urbano and
discuss their ideas with staff before completing a proposal. Please call 617-983-1007 or email the
Education Programs Manager at diego@urbanoproject.org to set up an appointment.
Artist/Collaborator eligibility criteria
• Availability to be present for all project meetings, sessions, and events is critical
• Experience working collaboratively with teens from a wide variety of backgrounds
• Commitment to helping students develop critique and reflection skills in order to think deeply
about the creative process
• Experience as a practicing artist
• Must demonstrate an ongoing commitment to social practice and community-based work
• Bachelors degree and experience in the field
Qualities of a successful Artist’s Project
• Engages participants in a high-quality, challenging, and supportive arts learning experience
• Crosses boundaries between artistic disciplines and might employ diverse media
• Involves youth in conceptually developing and shaping a project for the semester
• Responds to Urbano’s unique location in the Egleston/Jackson Square area, and its social,
cultural and material resources.
Qualities of projects proposed for The Commons | The Other
• Process-oriented
• Involve information-gathering in Egleston/Jackson Square and the surrounding area, but focus
primarily on action and implementation
• Build sustainable relationships with neighbors and potential participants (for example,
community organizations, youth groups, neighborhood businesses or artists)
• Investigate and value cultural and social forms and networks that already exist in Egleston/
Jackson Squares but may not be officially acknowledged
• Clear articulation of the artistic vision and aesthetic direction of the project
• A clear indication that project activities are realistic and feasible within the proposed timeline
• Clearly articulated potential and assessment strategy for sustainable long term impact and/or
creative experimentation is demonstrated from beginning to end of the process
• High expectations for high-quality work
• Strong sense of concept and artistic foundation, with willingness to work inter-disciplinarily
• Proposals reflect that artists/facilitators have some knowledge or have done preliminary
research relevant to Egleston/Jackson Square for their proposed project
• Use the creative process and artistic cues from community cultural history to deepen your own
understanding and build inclusive participation
• Guided by the following principles for equitable community engagement:
		o
Shared power
		o
Partnership
		o
Open dialogue
		
o
Individual and community transformation
		
o
Aesthetics of transparent process
Read more about Alternate ROOTS’ Resources for Social Change Principles of Community Engagement here:
http://alternateroots.org/arts-activism-tools/principles-of-community-engagement/

TIMELINE
RFP DATES
Deadline: May 9, 2016, 11:59 EST
Semi-finalists Notified: May 23, 2016
Semi-finalist Interviews: May 31st - June 3rd, 2016
Finalists Notified: June 7, 2016
PROGRAM DATES
Summer 2016 Term
*First Curriculum Draft Due: June 21, 2016
Curriculum Revisions and Orientation for Teaching Artists: June 28, 2016
Artist Project Schedule: July 8 to August 19, 2016
Monday (2-6 PM) + Wednesday (2-6 PM) + Friday (2-5 PM)
OR
Tuesday (2-6 PM) + Thursday (2-6 PM) + Friday (2-5 PM)
Fall 2016 Term
*First Curriculum Draft Due: September 9, 2016
Curriculum Revisions and Orientation for Teaching Artists: September 16, 2016
Artist Project Schedule: September 23 to December 16, 2016
Mondays (3:30-6:30PM) + Wednesdays (3:30-6:30PM) + one Saturday (for 3 hours) /Month for
Assemblies
OR
Tuesdays (3:30-6:30PM) + Thursdays (3:30-6:30PM) + one Saturday (for 3 hours) /Month for
Assemblies
Spring 2017 Term
*First Curriculum Draft Due: January 17, 2017
Curriculum Revisions and Orientation for Teaching Artists: January
Artist Project Schedule: February 3 to May 19, 2017
Mondays (3:30-6:30PM) + Wednesdays (3:30-6:30PM) + one Saturday (for 3 hours) /Month for
Assemblies
OR
Tuesdays (3:30-6:30PM) + Thursdays (3:30-6:30PM) + one Saturday (for 3 hours) /Month for
Assemblies
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FINANCIAL INFORMATION
ARTISTS’ HONORARIUM
Teaching artists will receive a stipend of $6,000 per term, totaling $12,000 for mid-term proposals
(Summer & Fall or Fall & Spring) and $18,000 for long term proposals (Summer, Fall & Spring).
Please note that two or more collaborators co-teaching a single project share this stipend.
PROJECT BUDGET
While Urbano provides access to a variety of material resources such as cameras, monitors,
recorders, a limited number of laptops, and art-making supplies, artists can expect to develop a
list of materials that does not exceed $500 per term.
Please include a supplies budget per term with price, date, and vendor links in your application.
Use the format below:
Supply List Template
Term: _____________________
Item/ Quantity

Price

Date Needed By

Vendor Link

			
			
			

City Journalist, Egleston Square YMCA, Boston, 2015
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SUBMISSION REQUIREMENTS
Please submit the following materials:
•
•
•
•
•

One completed project proposal form
One CV for each artist/collaborator highlighting both artistic and teaching experience
10 images OR a maximum of 5 minutes of video documenting samples of your current art,
media, design, or performance work (either attach these as web-optimized files or include a link
to your online portfolio)
A work sample list with information about each of your work samples
A supplies budget with a list of materials and equipment needed for the project. Once projects
are selected, we encourage facilitators to be adaptable and make use of Urbano’s existing
supply of materials and equipment whenever possible.

DEADLINE: MONDAY, MAY 9, 2016, 11:59 EST
Submit all proposal materials to:
Stella Aguirre McGregor, Founder + Artistic Director
info@urbanoproject.org

“Social identities are relational; groups typically define themselves in relation
to others. This is because identity has little meaning without the “other”. So,
by defining itself a group defines others. Identity is rarely claimed or assigned
for its own sake. These definitions of self and others have purposes and
consequences. They are tied to rewards and punishment, which may be material
or symbolic. There is usually an expectation of gain or loss as a consequence
of identity claims. This is why identities are contested. Power is implicated here,
and because groups do not have equal powers to define both self and the other,
the consequences reflect these power differentials. Often notions of superiority
and inferiority are embedded in particular identities”
~ Andrew C. Okolie, Identity: Now You Don’t See It; Now You Don’t (2003)
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PROJECT PROPOSAL FORM
1.

Project Title:

2.

Primary Contact Name:
Mailing address:
Phone:			
Email:

3.

Please provide a 200 word descriptive summary of your proposed project idea.

4.
Describe how you will collaborate with your group of up to 15 teen students to develop and
produce this project:
a.
What question does your project pose about the social construction of “the other” in
Egleston/Jackson Square and the surrounding area? Brief background information is on Urbano’s
website at http://urbanoproject.org/rfpresources/
b.

How does your project gather information or otherwise investigate this question?

c.
How will students participate in the development of this project? How will you engage with
people and places in the neighborhood?
d.
What skills will students learn in the studio, and how will they engage with materials and
artistic techniques?
e.
What opportunities will be provided for students to work collaboratively, and to develop
opportunities for audience participation?
e.
What source material might you use as examples and inspiration to help students develop
their ideas? (Consider including: field trips, guest artists, videos, contemporary artists, books,
etcetera.)
f.
Provide a rough breakdown of what steps will need to be completed to execute this project
from start to finish, in a timeline format.
g.
Please provide a rough overview of the materials you may need, particularly any special
equipment or unusual needs (See Supply List Table Template on page 7)
5. What specific artistic, work or life experiences have helped prepare you for this project?
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PROJECT PROPOSAL FORM (Continued)
6. Which 2016 session interests you? (Note that dates are tentative and subject to change. Please
list as many as apply.)
Summer 2016:
• Monday (2-6 PM) + Wednesday (2-6 PM) + Friday (2-5 PM)
OR
• Tuesday (2-6 PM) + Thursday (2-6 PM) + Friday (2-5 PM)
Fall 2016:
• Mondays (3:30-6:30PM) + Wednesdays (3:30-6:30PM) + one Saturday (for 3 hours) /Month for
Assemblies
OR
• Tuesdays (3:30-6:30PM) + Thursdays (3:30-6:30PM) + one Saturday (for 3 hours) /Month for
Assemblies
Spring 2017:
• Mondays (3:30-6:30PM) + Wednesdays (3:30-6:30PM) + one Saturday (for 3 hours) /Month for
Assemblies
OR
• Tuesdays (3:30-6:30PM) + Thursdays (3:30-6:30PM) + one Saturday (for 3 hours) /Month for
Assemblies

Urbano Project Space
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